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Pull-off of a polyelectrolyte chain from an oppositely charged surface

Xavier Châtellier and Jean-Franc¸ois Joanny
Institut Charles Sadron, 6 rue Boussingault, 67083 Strasbourg Cedex, France

~Received 10 September 1997; revised manuscript received 3 March 1998!

The conformation at equilibrium of a single polyelectrolyte molecule adsorbed electrostatically at an ideal
planar charged surface with one of its ends constrained at a distancez from the surface is investigated using
different theoretical methods, and in particular a scaling theory. The forceF(z) applied at the fixed end of the
chain is calculated. Exact results are obtained for a Gaussian chain when all screening effects are negligible,
and at high salt concentration, using a self-consistent field theory. When the salt concentration is large enough,
the force profileF(z) reaches a plateau where the force is independent of chain length. When the electric field
is screened by the counterions, a pseudoplateau is obtained, where the force increases logarithmically withz.
The chain leaves the surface before it is fully extended, although the distance of detachment from the surface
is proportional to the number of monomersN. The electrostatic interactions between the charged monomers of
the polyelectrolyte chain can be taken into account using scaling arguments.@S1063-651X~98!12106-2#

PACS number~s!: 68.45.2v, 82.65.Dp, 82.70.Dd
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of adsorbed charged macromolecules i
central interest to such diverse fields as colloidal stabiliza
@1#, biophysics, and lubrication. In particular, such molecu
usually achieve a better solubility in water, due to the rep
sion between the charged groups, and are attractive ca
dates for a wide range of industrial applications~water-
soluble paints, etc.!. The existence of long-range
electrostatic interactions, and of additional control para
eters, such as the salt concentration or the fraction of cha
monomers, leads to a rich variety of behaviors, for wh
there is no detailed understanding. A first problem, wh
has already been studied in detail theoretically, is the ads
tion of a single chain on a surface@2#. In this paper we focus
on the reverse problem, the desorption process of a si
chain when one of its ends is pulled away from the surfa
We impose the constraint that one end of the chain is fixe
a distancez from the surface and consider the equilibriu
configuration of the chain in response to this constraint. T
stretching of a chain adsorbed at a surface has been inv
gated experimentally using atomic force microscopy~AFM!
@3,4#. This technique measures the force required to stre
the chain. It is therefore interesting to make predictions
the force profileF(z), which gives the force applied at on
end of the chain to keep it at a distancez from the surface.

All over this paper, we consider a single polyelectroly
molecule in au solvent ~no excluded volume interactions!,
with a degree of polymerizationN and a quenched fractionf
of charged monomers. Without any loss of generality,
assume that the chain is negatively charged, and denot
q52e f the average charge per monomer. We suppose
the chain is flexible so that the Kuhn lengtha is equal to the
monomer size. The adsorbing surface is perfectly flat
chemically homogeneous and carries a uniformly spr
charge that creates a fieldEW 0 in the half-spaced.0 ~the d
axis is the axis perpendicular to the surface, withd50 at the
surface!. We characterize the strength of the field by a
mensionless parameterx[eE0a/kBT. The screening of the
571063-651X/98/57~6!/6923~13!/$15.00
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electrostatic field by the free ions of the solution is char
terized by two length scales: the Gouy-Chapman lengthl
52a/x that describes the screening due to the counterion
the surface charge and the Debye-Hu¨ckel lengthk21, related
to the salt concentration.

Hence, six independent parameters come into play in
description:N, a, f , x, k21, and kBT. As it will appear, a
very rich variety of situations can be obtained, simply fro
these few parameters. For clarity, and as mentioned ab
we decided not to include in this work other effects, f
instance, excluded volume.

The many different expressions for the forceF(z), corre-
sponding to the various structures adopted by the chain
response to the constraint of having one of its ends a
distancez from the surface are described in this paper. A k
point is that the structure of the chain depends on the len
scale at which it is considered, and can be described
rough approximation either as rigid, i.e., rodlike, or
Gaussian, i.e., similar to that of a random walk. A fe
simple general results can be given without entering into
details: at very large values ofz, the chain is detached from
the surface and the electrostatic field is screened; obvio
F(z→`)→0. On the other hand, due to the impenetrabil
of the surface,F(z,0)52` ~as a convention, repulsive
forces are counted negatively!: the conformations of the
chains with monomers in the negative half-space forz are
forbidden. More generally, the entropic repulsion of t
chain by the surface tends to be predominant at small~posi-
tive! values of z, leading to negative values of the forc
F(z): the end point of the chain has to be pushed toward
surface to be maintained at a short distancez from it. On the
other hand, as the end point of the chain is pulled furt
away from the surface, the forceF(z) increases and reache
a maximal positive value before the chain escapes from
electrostatic attraction of the surface andF(z)→0. It will be
shown that, in most cases, the attractive force is equal to
Coulombic force acting on the monomers detached from
surface. Hence, in order to estimate the forceF(z), we need
to determine the distanceHc at which the attraction of the
surface becomes larger than the entropic repulsion and
6923 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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6924 57XAVIER CHÂTELLIER AND JEAN-FRANÇOIS JOANNY
number of monomersN0(z) detached from the surface bu
still close enough to experience the electrostatic fieldE0. For
z@Hc , the force is given byF(z)'N0(z)qE0.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the m
length scales and the methods used throughout the pape
introduced. In Sec. III, we consider the academic case o
unscreened surface~very large values ofl andk21). Section
IV is devoted to the effect of salt. In Sec. V, we discuss
situation of a salt-free solution.

II. LENGTH SCALES AND METHODS

In this section, the basic length scales associated wi
polymer chain and a polyelectrolyte chain in solution are fi
introduced. Then those corresponding to the charged sur
and to the chain interacting with the surface are defined.
section ends with a summary of the methods used.

The independent length scales characterizing a linear
mopolymer chain are the persistence length, supposed
to be equal to the size of a monomera, and the contour
length of the chainNa, whereN@1. Typically, a is of the
order of 1 Å, while the contour length can reach a few m
crometers for industrial polymers and centimeters in the c
of human DNA. Note, however, that DNA is not a flexib
polymer: its persistence length is much larger than its mo
mer size. A neutral polymer in au solvent is Gaussian. It is
isotropic and its size is of the order ofRg[N1/2a/6.

Neglecting the effects related to the inhomogeneities
the distribution of the charges along the chain, a polyelec
lyte chain in a salt-free solution is characterized by two
ditional length scales: the average distancea/ f between the
charges along the chain and the Bjerrum lengthl B
5e2/(4pekBT), specific to the solution,e being the dielec-
tric constant of water. Sincel B.0.7 nm, in pure water a
room temperature,l B /a is of order unity. In the following,
for the simplicity of the notations, we do not indicate th
dependence of the results onl B /a and the only independen
parameters characterizing a polyelectrolyte chain area, N,
and f .

The electrostatic interactions between the charged mo
mers become relevant when (Nq)2/(eRg)@kBT, i.e., when
f @N23/4, stretching the chain up to a sizeH0'Na f2/3@Rg
@5#. In this situation, it can be represented as a linear strin
so-called electrostatic blobs, of sizej.a f22/3!Rg , with a
lengthH0 and a lateral sizeRg . Within each blob, the chain
retains its Gaussian structure of a random walk@6#. Note that
when f is of order unity,j is of the order ofa and the chain
is fully stretched.

In a salt solution, electrostatic interactions are screene
the ions present in the solution at distances larger than
Debye-Hückel lengthk21[(8p l Bn)21/2, n being the con-
centration of salt molecules. Hence, in a salt solution, a po
electrolyte chain is Gaussian whenk21!j. Whenk21@j,
the chain is Gaussian at distances smaller thanj, stretched at
distances larger thanj but smaller thank21 and its behaves
as a self-avoiding walk at distances larger thank21. The
exact large-scale structure of a flexible polyelectrolyte ch
is still a matter of current research@7#, but the blob represen
tation is believed to be justified, at least at distances sma
than the screening lengthk21 @8#.

These introductory remarks on polyelectrolytes show t
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even for a single chain in solution, several different stru
tures can be found. Additional substructures would have
be considered for a chain that would not be in au solvent.

The adsorbing surface in our model is described by
electrostatic fieldE0 that it creates.E0 is directly related to
the surface charge density, whose value is simplyeE0. In the
following, the parameterx[eE0a/kBT will be used in many
instances as the parameter characterizing the intensity o
electrostatic fieldE0. The associated length scale, the Gou
Chapman lengthl52a/x52kBT/(eE0), defines the dis-
tance at which the counter-ions of the surface start to scr
the electrostatic field created by the surface.

When x is large enough, a polyelectrolyte chain adsor
at the surface. Several lengths are usefully defined, where
attraction of the surface is found to balance another eff

~i! The chain tends to get confined within a distanceHc
from the surface. The value ofHc results from a balance
between the electrostatic attraction and the entropic repul
of the surface. We expect that adsorption can take place
when the screening of the electrostatic field occurs at
tances larger thanHc .

~ii ! When an adsorbed chain is pulled away from the s
face, the electrostatic attraction of the surface becomes
weak to compensate the entropic stretching energy of
chain whenz5Hs . Hs represents the maximal extension
the chain. Whenz.Hs , there are no monomers left on th
surface.

~iii ! When the chain has a Gaussian structure at sm
length scales~i.e., whena!j, or f !1), the electrostatic
field might be strong enough to impose a rodlike fu
stretched structure when the chain is pulled away. This
curs if F(z).kBT/a, as will be shown in Sec. III B. In tha
case,Hg is defined as the distance from the surface at wh
the local Gaussian structure is lost to the benefit of a rod
structure:F(Hg)5kBT/a.

~iv! The internal stretching of the chain due to the rep
sions between the charged monomers becomes smaller
the stretching due to the electrostatic field of the surface
lengthHi .

As it will appear later, the lengthsHc , Hs , Hg , andHi
determine different regimes for the forceF(z), together with
the screening lengthsk21 andl.

In Sec. III A, the case of a Gaussian chain in an u
screened field corresponds to the limit whereHi50, and
Hg , l, k2151`. When the electrostatic field is stron
enough,Hc!Hs , and three asymptotic regimes are obtaine
z!Hc , Hc!z!Hs , andz@Hs . Section III B considers the
possibility of a non-Gaussian elasticityHg,Hs , while Sec.
III C takes into account the intramolecular electrostatic
pulsions,Hi.Hc . Section IV and V investigate the effect o
screening due to the ions. In Sec. IV, the added ions are
screening factor (k21!l), while in Sec. V counterions o
the surface are predominant (l!k21). The charged mono-
mers are not expected to play a major role in the screenin
the electrostatic field unless the densityS21 of chains on the
surface becomes finite. But since a thorough study of
problem would necessitate the introduction a new parame
the area per chainS, we leave it for future work.

Throughout the paper, the scaling structure of the res
can be understood with simple arguments where the diffe
entropic or energetic effects mentioned in this section
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compared. Neglecting the intramolecular electrostatic rep
sions between the charged monomers, exact results fo
partition function are possible in the limit of an infinitel
long chain (N→`) in two cases: a Gaussian chain in
unscreened electrostatic field~Sec. III A!, and a Gaussian
chain in a salt solution~Sec. IV!. The limit N→` is similar
to a ground state dominance approximation in quantum
chanics. The opposite case of a fully stretched chainj
'a) can be modeled exactly by a rigid rod as long as
electrostatic field is not strong enough to bend it~see Appen-
dix D and Sec. III C!. In addition to scaling arguments an
‘‘exact’’ calculations, we consider a freely jointed cha
model in Sec. III B, allowing one to obtain the crossov
behavior of the chain between the regime of Gaussian e
ticity and the regime of a fully stretched chain. Finally th
position of the various monomers of the chain when it
mains locally Gaussian can be obtained in a mean fi
theory by neglecting the fluctuations of the position of
given monomer by writing a force equilibrium on a group
consecutive monomers~Secs. III B and IV and Appendix C!.

III. POLYELECTROLYTE CHAIN AT A CHARGED
UNSCREENED SURFACE

A. An exact calculation of the partition function

The conformation of a polyelectrolyte chain adsorbed a
charged surface with one end fixed at a distancez from the
surface is described by the partition function, deno
Z(z,N), where all internal degrees of freedom except for
position of the chain end point have been integrated out.
a Gaussian chain~ignoring the electrostatic interactions b
tween the monomers!,

Z~z,N!5E
z~s50!5z

@drW~s!#expH 2E
s50

N

dsF 3

2a2S drW

ds
D 2

~s!

1
U„z~s!…

kBT G J . ~1!

The monomers are labeled by a continuous parameters; rW(s)
andz(s) are respectively the position and the distance fr
the surface of monomers. *z(s50)5z@drW(s)# denotes an in-
tegration over all possible conformations of the chain su
that monomers50 is at a distancez from the surface,z(s
50)5z, and U„z(s)… is the external potential experience
by monomers. As a convention, we define the zero of e
ergy at the surface,U„z(s)50…[0. For a free Gaussian
chain, U„z(s)…50, and we denote asZFG(N) the partition
function. In that case, the system is translationally invari
and ZFG(N) depends only onN. In our problem, modeling
the surface as a hard wall,U„z(s)…5qE0z(s) for z(s)>0
andU„z(s)…5` for z(s),0. A quantity related toZ(z,N) is
the Green functionG(z,N), defined by the relationG(z,N)
[Z(z,N)/ZFG(N). For a free Gaussian chain, the Gre
function is equal toGFG(z,N)51. Note thatG(z,N50)
5GFG(z,N50)51. The instructive case of a polyelectroly
Gaussian chain in infinite space with a constant fieldEW 0 is
presented in Appendix A. The Green function contains
same information as the partition function and it is shown
obey a diffusionlike equation:
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]G

]N
~z,N!52

a2

6

]2G

]z2
~z,N!1

U~z!

kBT
G~z,N!. ~2!

Equation~2! has the same structure as a Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. Hence, this problem is related to the behavior of
electron close to a charged surface@9#. We introduce the
lengthd[a/(6 f x)1/3}E0

21/3 and define the reduced variable

z̃[z/d and Ñ[R̃g
2[Na2/(6d2). Equation ~2! can be re-

written in terms of the dimensionless variablesz̃ andÑ. For
z̃.0

2
]G

]Ñ
~ z̃,Ñ!52

]2G

] z̃2
~ z̃,Ñ!1 z̃G~ z̃,Ñ!. ~3!

The set of the eigenvectors of Eq.~3! forms a complete basis
onto whichG(z,N) can be expanded. The eigenvectorsuj (z)
are bounded and obey the hard wall conditionuj (z50)50.
We find

uj~z!5
1

d1/2Ai 8~2l j !
Ai ~ z̃2l j ! ~4!

where Ai(y) is the Airy function defined by

Ai ~y!5p21E
0

`

dt cos~ t3/31yt! ~5!

and2l j is the j th negative zero of Ai(y) @10#. Ai8(y) is the
derivative of Ai(y). The normalization constant in Eq.~4!
ensures that*0

`dz uj
2(z)51 @11#. G(z,N) is expanded as

G~z,N!5(
j 51

` S E
2l j

`

dy Ai ~y!

Ai 82~2l j !
D Ai ~ z̃2l j !exp~2Ñl j !.

~6!

A simpler form of the partition function is obtained by takin
the Laplace transform ofG( z̃,Ñ) with respect toÑ; it is
presented in Appendix B. Forz50, G(z,N)50, as required
by the hard wall condition. Close to the surface, whenz̃

→0 at fixedÑ, G(z,N)}z. At large distances, whenz̃→`

at fixedÑ, the presence of the surface is no longer felt by
polyelectrolyte chain andG(z,N).G0(z,N) ~see Appendix
A!, with

G0~z,N!5exp~Ñ3/3!exp~2Ñz̃!. ~7!

For Ñ50, in the absence of electrostatic interaction
G(z,N)5GFG(z,N)51. On the other hand, when, for
given value of z̃, Ñ→`, the ground state dominance a
proximation can be used and the ground state eigenve
dominates the sum in Eq.~6!
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G~z,N!.GGSD~z,N!

[S E
2l1

`

dx Ai ~x!

Ai 82~2l1!
D Ai ~ z̃2l1!exp~2Ñl1!.

~8!

WhenÑ@1, we expect that the ground state dominance
proximation is justified at small z̃, while G(z,N)
.G0(z,N) at large z̃. The crossover occurs whe
GGSD(z,N).G0(z,N), namely, for z̃'Ñ2, since Ai(y)
}exp(22y3/2/3) wheny→`. In this limit, the chain proper-
ties do not depend on the hard wall andz0[Ñ2d
5N2f xa/6 gives an estimation of the distance at which t
adsorbed chain leaves the surface when it is pulled awa

The Green function can be used to compute the fo
required to maintain the chain end point at a distancez from
the surface

F~z!52
kBT

G~z,N!

]G

]z
~z,N!. ~9!

Different limits can be simply considered:
~i! Close to the surface, whenz̃→0 at fixedÑ, we obtain

F(z→0).2kBT/z. This simple result is a consequence
the entropic repulsion of the hard wall at small distances
is obtained for a neutral chain close to a surface whez
!Rg . On the other hand, at large distances, whenz̃→` at
fixed Ñ, the force applied at one end of the chain to keep i
a fixed position tends to a constantF0(z,N)5NqE0, which
corresponds to the Coulomb force.

~ii ! WhenÑ!1, electrostatic effects are unimportant a
the polyelectrolyte molecule merely behaves as a neu
chain entropically repelled by a hard wall@15#: F(z).
2kBT/z for z!Rg and F(z).NqE0 for z@Rg . When Ñ
@1, the ground state dominance approximation is correct
z!z0, while F(z).NqE0 for z@z0.

Using Eq.~8!, we obtain the ground state dominance a
proximation for the force

FGSD~z!52
kBT

d

Ai 8~ z̃2l1!

Ai ~ z̃2l1!
. ~10!

At small distances, whenz!d, we retrieveFGSD.2kBT/z;
for z@d a simple and nontrivial regime is obtained:

FGSD~ z̃ @1!.
kBT

d
Az

d
5NqE0A z

z0
. ~11!

Note thatFGSD(z)5NqE0 when z5z0. In Fig. 1, the force
profile F(z) is shown forÑ@1.

A simple understanding of these results can be achie
by using scaling arguments. The electrostatic field applied
a polyelectrolyte molecule is significant ifNqE0Rg@kBT,
which can be rewrittenÑ@1. In that case, the chain tends
get confined close to the surface, within a layer of thickn
-
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f
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Hc!Rg . The value ofHc is obtained by minimizing its en-
ergy @2#, which is a sum of the confinement and of the ele
trostatic energies

Wc~Hc!'kBT
Na2

Hc
2

1NqE0Hc . ~12!

The value of the thickness whereW(Hc) is minimized is
Hc'd. Hence,d can be interpreted as the thickness of t
freely adsorbed chain. The thicknessd is independent of the
size of the chainRg . On the other hand, if the chain has on
of its end points fixed at a given position very far from th
surface, it stretches in the direction parallel to the elec
field EW 0, with a lengthHs@Rg . The value ofHs is also
obtained by minimization of the free energy of the cha
including an entropic elasticity and an electrostatic contrib
tion

Ws~Hc!'kBT
Hs

2

Na2
2NqE0Hs . ~13!

This leads toHs'z0. Namely, the distance at which th
chain leaves the surface when one of its ends is pulled a
corresponds to the length of the chain in the bulk, away fr
the surface. The forceF(z) is dominated by the entropic
repulsion of the wall forz!d; this effect being independen
of Rg , the only relevant length isz and, consequently
F(z).2kBT/z. This result holds as long asz@a and is
characteristic of a Gaussian structure~see Appendix D for a
rodlike structure!. On the other hand, whenz@z0, the only
contribution to the force is the Coulomb forceF(z)5NqE0.

FIG. 1. The force profile of a chain adsorbed at an opposit
charged surface in an unscreened electrostatic field. The dashe
shows the ground state dominance approximation. The full
shows the model of a freely jointed chain. Its slope crosses o
from 1/2 to 1, corresponding to the crossover from the Gauss
regime to the non-Gaussian regime. The horizontal line correspo
to the Coulombic force at the plateau. The plot corresponds
a/d5A6/20 andzg51600 nm. The plateau value corresponds
N f x510A6/8. These values are obtained, for instance, whena
50.2A6 nm, f 50.1, N5105, and x5(A6/8)1023, leading tod
54 nm. At short distances, the force profile is best approxima
by the ground state dominance approximation, diverging in
logarithmic plot for z.d, when F(z)50. At intermediate dis-
tances, whenF>kBT/a, the model of the freely jointed chain i
more adapted. The crossing point between the full line and
horizontal line indicates the detachment of the chain. It occurs h
at z.104d.Na.
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At d!z!z0, we divide the chain into two sections,N0
monomers are desorbed from the surface, andN2N0 mono-
mers are still confined close to the surface@see Fig. 2~a!#.
The force isF(z)5N0qE0. Forz,z0, the scaling expression
for the number of desorbed monomers is written as a po
law

N0~z!.N~z/z0!n. ~14!

The exponenta is found by imposing thatN0(z) be inde-
pendent ofN for z,z0, giving n51/2, and we find again Eq
~11!. N0(z) can also be obtained by minimizing the fre
energy of the chain with respect toN0

W~N0!'kBT
z2

N0a2
1N0qE0z. ~15!

Note that F(z5d)'NqE0(d/z0)1/25kBT/d, in agreement
with the continuity of the force over the whole range
values forz.

FIG. 2. A schematic view of a chain adsorbed at an oppo
surface with one end fixed at a distancez from the surface.N0

monomers are desorbed from the surface. In~a!, the chain remains
Gaussian. In~b!, the chain exhibits a nonlinear elasticity forz
@Hg .
er

In Fig. 3~a!, we represent the different regimes of adso
tion of a polyelectrolyte chain in an unscreened field, d
pending on the strength of the electrostatic fieldx and on the
fraction of charged monomersf . When x! f 21N23/2 (Ñ
!1), electrostatic interactions between the surface and
monomers have little effect on the chain@regions of no ad-
sorption and of preadsorption; see Fig. 3~a!#. On the other
hand, whenx@ f 21N23/2, adsorption is expected to tak
place, andHs.Hc .

B. Stretching of a freely jointed chain

We have assumed above that the polyelectrolyte mole
could be modeled as a Gaussian chain. This assump
clearly breaks down if the chain stretching becomes too
portant: A real chain cannot be longer than its contour len
Na. When the Gaussian chain theory predictsz0.Na, it is
therefore outside its range of validity. This occurs whenx
. f 21N21. In order to investigate this situation, it is mor
realistic to model the macromolecule as a freely joint
chain. The energy of the chain under a tensionFW is 2FW •RW ,
whereRW is the end-to-end vector of the chain. For a free
jointed chain, an exact counting of the conformations is p
sible and shows, in analogy with the average dipole mom

e FIG. 3. The different regimes of adsorption for a polyelectroly
chain in an unscreened field, in the limitN→`.
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of a dipolar material in an electrostatic field@12#, that the
relation between the magnitude of the average end-to-
vector,R, andF is given by

F5
kBT

a FLg
21S R

NaD G , ~16!

where Lg(y)5coth(y)2y21 is the Langevin function. For
small values ofF, the Gaussian behavior is recovered:F
53kBTR/(Na2). As the chain is strongly stretched, it can
characterized by the average position of monomers, ignor-
ing the fluctuations around its average conformation. Us
Eq. ~16!, we write the local force balance on the monome
located in the desorbed part of the chain, 0,s,N0 @see Fig.
2~b!#. On the chain segment betweens to s1ds

kBT

a FLg
21S 1

a

dz

dsD ~s1ds!2Lg
21S 1

a

dz

dsD ~s!G
5qdsE0 ~17!

leading to

kBT

a
Lg

21S 1

a

dz

dsD ~s!5qE0s2F~z!. ~18!

For s5N0, the left-hand side vanishes in Eq.~18! and we
obtainF(z)5N0qE0. After integration of Eq.~18!, the ten-
sion along the chain is obtained. In particular, the tension
the fixed end,s50, is

F~z!5N0~z!qE05
kBT

a
k21S z

zg
D , ~19!

wherek(y)[ ln@sinh(y)/y# andzg[a/ f x5kBT/(qE0). When
z!zg , Eq. ~19! gives the Gaussian chain result, Eq.~11!. On
the other hand, whenz@zg , F(z)@kBT/a and the relation
between the forceF(z) andz is given by

F~z!2
kBT

a
lnS 2F~z!a

kBT D5qE0

z

a
. ~20!

Namely, F(z)'qE0z/a for z@zg . Hence, sinceHg is the
distance above which the chain is no longer Gaussian, in
freely jointed chain model,Hg5zg . Consequently, the
Gaussian model can be used whenzg@z0, i.e., x! f 21N21.
Note that this condition is equivalent toz0!Na. The oppo-
site case,z0@Na ~or, equivalently,z0@zg), is characterized
by a non-Gaussian entropic elasticity of the chain, and
call it the non-Gaussian regime. Regions designed as n
Gaussian adsorption, strong non-Gaussian adsorption
very strong non-Gaussian adsorption in Fig. 3~a! correspond
to the non-Gaussian regime.

These results can be interpreted in terms of simple sca
arguments. Close to the surface, the chain remains Gau
andF(z)'NqE0Az/z0. The distance at which the chain b
comes fully stretched,F(z)5kBT/a, is found to bez5zg .
For z@zg , the desorbed part of the chain is a rod, and
number of desorbed monomers isN0(z).z/a @~see Fig.
2~b!#. Hence,F(z).qE0z/a for z@zg . Whenx@ f 21, note
that d!a and zg!a. In this regime@regime of very strong
nd
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he
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g
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non-Gaussian adsorption in Fig. 3~a!#, the chain is fully
stretched at all distancesz andF(z)5qE0z/a.

C. Effects of intramolecular electrostatic repulsions

A polyelectrolyte chain is stretched by internal electr
static repulsions whenf @N23/4. In this situation, different
regimes of adsorption have been defined by Borisov@2#.
WhenNqE0H0!kBT, or equivalentlyx!N22f 25/3, the ef-
fect of the electrostatic field on the molecule is negligib
@region of no adsorption in Fig. 3~a!#. When NqE0Rg
!kBT!NqE0H0, i.e., N22f 25/3!x! f 21N23/2, the mol-
ecule, keeping its natural conformation, comes in cont
with the surface and starts to orient parallel to the surface
gets confined within a distanceHc.a/( f Nx) from the sur-
face. This regime was named as the preadsorption reg
@see Fig. 3~a!# @2#. Forx@ f 21N23/2, the chain adsorbs and
is confined within a distanceHc5d from the surface. The
size of confinementd is independent of the length of th
chain, which is characteristic of a ‘‘real’’ adsorption, in co
trast with the pre-adsorption. Whenf 21N23/2!x! f @regions
of weak, Gaussian, and non-Gaussian adsorption in
3~a!#, d@j: the chain of blobs is stretched but it retains
internal structure at length scales smaller thanj @2#. When
x@ f @regions of strong Gaussian adsorption, strong n
Gaussian adsorption and very strong non-Gaussian ads
tion in Fig. 3~a!#, d!j, and each individual blob is strongl
adsorbed on the surface@2#.

We now consider the situation where one end of the ch
is pulled at a distancez from the surface. When there is n
adsorption, the chain can be modeled as a rigid charged
of sizeH0. In this situationHi51` andHs5H0. An ener-
getic cost is associated to the loss of entropy of the rod
being confined close to the surface,Wrod

c 52kBT ln V, where
V is the solid angle including all the orientations for the r
forbidden by the presence of the surface. Whenz.H0, V
50. Whenz,H0, V52p(12z/H0), hence the solid angle
corresponding to the configurations allowed by the prese
of the surface isVc54p2V52p(11z/H0). The force
profile is consequentlyF(z)52kBT/(z1H0) for z,H0 and
F(z)5NqE0 when z.H0. The statistical physics of a
charged rod at an oppositely charged surface are present
Appendix D. Note that the chain can be modeled as a
only at length scales larger than the lateral size of the r
namely, the radius of gyrationRg , in the case of a polyelec
trolyte chain. At short distances,z!j, the polyelectrolyte
behaves as a Gaussian chain,F(z)52kBT/z.

In the preadsorption regime, the chain can still be mo
eled as a rod. But, in contrast to the previous case of
adsorption, thermal fluctuations are small. The second en
the chain remains at the surface whenz,H0 ~see Fig. 4!,
and the chain is parallel to the electric field whenz.H0. The
force F(z) is dominated by the electrostatic interaction
F(z)5NqE0/2 for Rg!z,H0, and F(z)5NqE0 when z
.H0 ~see Appendix D!. This problem is very similar to tha
of a weightlifter lifting a dumbbell of massM and of length
H0 by one of its sides. At heights smaller thanH0, the
weightlifter has to exert a forceMg/2, since it is lifting only
half of the dumbbell. At short distances, the situation is sim
lar to the regime of no adsorption:F(z)52kBT/z when z
!j.
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When adsorption takes place, the chain is confined wit
a distanced!Rg from the surface. Whenz!j, the entropic
repulsion of the wall is againF(z)52kBT/z. When z@d,
several regimes can be obtained. We call the weak ads
tion regime the case whereH0 is the distance at which th
chain leaves the surface. In this regime,z0!H0, the stretch-
ing of the chain due to the electrostatic field is negligib
with respect to the stretching caused by the intramolec
electrostatic repulsions,Hi51`, and the chain can still be
represented as a rod of lengthHs5H0. In addition, the en-
ergetic cost for bending the chain and breaking it up in o
adsorbed part and one desorbed part, as was represen
Fig. 2, is, neglecting logarithmic contributions,kBTN0f 4/3,
where N05Nz/H0 is the number of desorbed monome
Whenz0!H0, this energy is larger than the electrostatic e
ergy NqE0z of a fully desorbed rodlike chain. Hence, whe
one of its ends is pulled away from the surface, the ch
keeps its rodlike conformation~as represented in Fig. 4!.
Consequently, whenRg!z,H0, F(z)5NqE0/2 and when
z.H0, F(z)5NqE0. The force profile in the regime of wea
adsorption differs slightly from the force profile in the r
gime of preadsorption only in the range of distancesj!z
!Rg , which we did not investigate. The weak adsorpti
regime is shown on Fig. 3~a!, where its boundaries are de
fined by f 21N23/2!x! f 21/3N21.

When the electrostatic field is larger than in the we
adsorption regime, the chain bends and breaks up into
desorbed part and one adsorbed part, in order to minimiz
electrostatic energy, as represented in Fig. 2. Whend@j, the
adsorption regimes of ‘‘intermediate strengths’’ are obtain
Depending on the relative values ofzg and z0, the non-
Gaussian elasticity plays a role at large distances or not@re-
gimes of Gaussian and non-Gaussian adsorption in
3~a!#. On the other hand, at short enough distances, the
orbed part of the chain keeps its structure in terms of e
trostatic blobs. The number of desorbed monomers is t
N0(z)5Nz/H0 and the force is dominated by the intram
lecular electrostatic repulsions. Its component on thed axis
is F(z)'kBT f2/3/a. This expression forF(z) is valid as long
as d!z!z1[a f1/3/x. When z@z1, the electrostatic energ
due to the field dominates over the intramolecular repulsio

FIG. 4. A chain of electrostatic blobs that remains rodlike wh
it is detached. The circles picture the blobs.
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and we can use the results of the previous section:F(z)
5NqE0Az/z0 for z!zg and F(z)5NqE0z/a for z@zg .
Note thatz1@d when d@j, i.e., x! f . The adsorption re-
gimes of ‘‘intermediate strengths’’ correspond toHc5d
!z1!H0 ,z0. In these regimes,Hi5z1 and, sincez1,zg ,
Hi,Hg .

In the regimes of strong and very strong adsorption,z1

!d!j, the effects of intramolecular repulsions are neg
gible, Hi50. In the strong Gaussian adsorption regim
F(z)52kBT/z for z!d, F(z)5NqE0Az/z0 for d!z!z0

andF(z)5NqE0 for z@z0. In the strong non-Gaussian ad
sorption regime, the non-Gaussian elasticity,F(z)
5NqE0z/a, is observed forzg!z!Na. In the very strong
adsorption regime, the Gaussian behavior disappears,zg!d
!a.

In conclusion, three main situations are observed:
~i! Hi51`, in the regimes of no adsorption, preadsor

tion, and weak adsorption (x! f 21/3N21); the chain can be
modeled as a rigid rod of sizeHs5H0 as long asz@Rg ,
while it is Gaussian forz!j. In these regimes,F(z)
5NqE0 for z.H0 andF(z)52kBT/z for z!j.

~ii ! Hc5d!Hi5z1!Hs5z0 or Na. The intramolecular
electrostatic repulsions are predominant as long asz,Hi .

~iii ! Hi50, whenx@ f . The intramolecular electrostati
repulsions can be neglected, as in the previous sections

D. Limits of validity of the unscreened model

So far, we have neglected all possibilities of screening
the electrostatic field. However, a real water solution co
tains at least the counterions corresponding to the charge
the surface. The higher the charge on the surface, the la
the number of counterions. The screening of the surface
to the counterions is characterized by the Gouy-Chapm
length l[2a/x. In addition to the counterions, there a
other free ions in the solution: the counterions of the po
electrolyte chain, ions due to the dissociation of water, ad
salt, impurities, etc. These ions, called all together as ‘‘sa
also contribute to the screening, with a characteristic len

FIG. 5. The force profileF(z) for a chain in a salt solution.
Values used in Fig. 1 are kept. The Debye-Hu¨ckel length isk21

536 nm. The first part of the plot, up to the plateau, correspond
the ground state dominance approximation. The second part o
plot, indicating where the chain detaches, is obtained from prev
results on the detachment of neutral chains, and is obtained
continuation of the first part. The chain detaches atz.73103 nm.
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6930 57XAVIER CHÂTELLIER AND JEAN-FRANÇOIS JOANNY
scalek21[(8p l Bn)21/2, n being the concentration of sa
molecules. The total electrostatic potential profile isU(z)
[V(z)2V0, where@13#

tanhS e
V~z!

4kBTD5tanhS e
V0

4kBTDexp~2kz!. ~21!

Note thatV(z50)5V0 and V(z→`)50. The electrostatic
potential at infinityU(z→`)52V0 is determined by

klsinhS eV0

2kBTD51. ~22!

Two different limits should be distinguished: when the s
concentration is very low,l!k21, E(z)52kBTe21/(z
1l) for z!k21, while E(z)5(4kkBT/e)exp(2kz) for z
@k21. This case is considered in Sec. IV. On the other ha
if the concentration of salt is high, in the Debye-Hu¨ckel
limit, k21!l, a single simple expression is obtained for t
electrostatic field:E(z)5E0exp(2kz). This situation is in-
vestigated in Sec. V. Hence, the electrostatic field is
screened only up to lengths smaller thanl andk21. When
the lengthHs of the chain extended by the field is sma
Hs!k21 and Hs!l, the theory put forward for an un
screened field can be used. The forceF(z) reaches a platea

FIG. 6. The different regimes of detachment for a chain, inclu
ing the effect of the counterions, in the limitN→`. The counterion
screened Gaussian adsorption is either intermediate (Hi.Hc) or
strong (Hi,Hc). SGA, GA, WA, and PA refer to strong Gaussia
adsorption, Gaussian adsorption, weak adsorption, and pread
tion. NGSA stands for non-Gaussian counterion screened ads
tion, and corresponds to values off of order unity.
t

d,

-

F(z)5NqE0 at z5Hs . It then decreases slowly and is pro
portional to the electrostatic field:F(z)5NqE(z). On the
other hand, whenk21!Hs or l!Hs , the screening of the
electrostatic field is important. Even in a salt-free solutio
this occurs as soon asl5z0, i.e., whenx@ f 21/2N21, be-
cause of the presence of the counterions@see Fig. 3~b!#.

An important question that we have not considered so
is the screening of the charge of the surface by the char
monomers of the chain itself. This problem is very difficu
to handle exactly since it would involve a self-consiste
calculation of the partition function. We expect, howeve
that the screening due to the chain is negligible when
electrostatic field at the surface is large enough, nam
when the charge on any given area of the surface is la
than the charge contained within the part of the chain t
adsorbs above this given part of the surface. For a Gaus
chain confined within a distanced from the surface, this
condition is fulfilled whenx@ f . On the other hand, if the
electrostatic field is low, the screening effects due to
chain charges may become important. However, we saw
when x! f , d@j and the internal structure of the chain
terms of electrostatic blobs is not modified by the field, ev
when it is unscreened. Therefore we expect that the sca
results obtained for the unscreened field are not modi
when a single chain is considered. However, even in a di
solution, polyelectrolyte chains may adsorb at an opposi
charged surface and form a nondilute adsorbed layer. He
situations where the screening of the electric field by
chains cannot be neglected may occur even whenx@ f .
However, we did not investigate this problem here.

IV. SALT-FREE SOLUTION

Even in the absence of salt, the electrostatic field
screened by the counterions of the surface and by the ch
The Gouy-Chapman lengthl[2a/x is associated with the
screening due to the counterions. The electrostatic field
E(z).E0 for z!l andE(z).2kBT/(ez) for z@l. Differ-
ent adsorption regimes are obtained depending on the f
tion of charged monomersf and on the intensity of the field
x and are presented in Fig. 6. As shown in Sec. III A, t
electrostatic interactions are expected to be unimpor
whenx! f 21N23/2; this corresponds to regions of no adsor
tion and preadsorption in Fig. 6. For a Gaussian chain,
theory of the unscreened Gaussian chain is straightforwa
generalized whenl@z0, i.e., whenx! f 21/2N21 ~regions of
Gaussian and strong Gaussian adsorption in Fig. 6!. On the
other hand, whenf 21/2N21!x, the simple scaling approac
of a Gaussian chain in an unscreened field breaks dow
soon asz.l. Note that, sincez1,l ( f ,1), the effect of
intramolecular repulsions is negligible at the length sca
where the screening of the field by the counter-ions beco
important.

We first consider the case wherel.d (x! f 1/2). In this
situation a polyelectrolyte chain adsorbed at a charged
face is confined within a layer of thicknessHc5d. When the
chain is pulled away from the surface, it remains Gaussia
long asz!Hg . If the fraction of charged monomersf is of
order unity ~along the vertical axis in Fig. 6!, Hg'zg
5a/ f x.l ~see Sec. II B!. For z(s)!Hg the chain has

-
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rp-
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Gaussian elasticity, the electric field is unscreened, and
sults of Sec. II A are valid, while forz(s)@Hg the chain is
rodlike and the electric field is screened;N0.z/a andF(z)
.2(kBT/a) f ln(z/l). On the other hand, iff !1 ~we define
this as the region of counter-ion screened Gaussian ads
o
tro
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te
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th
e-
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tion in Fig. 6!, Hg@l. For l!z!Hg , the chain is Gaussian
and the electric field is screened. In this limit, we write t
local mechanical equilibrium of the chain, as in Sec. II
Equation~17! reads, for a Gaussian chain in a screened e
trostatic field,
3kBT

a2 S 2
dz

ds
~s1ds!1

dz

ds
~s! D52

3kBT

a2

d2z

ds2
~s!ds52ds

dU

dz
. ~23!

Integrating Eq.~23! yields an expression for the tension along the chain:

3kBT

a2

dz

ds
~s!52AF2~z!26S kBT

a D 2 U~z!2U„z~s!…

kBT
. ~24!
ed
ed

of
the
no-

ce
,
-

ctro-

the

r
d-

sian
At s5N0, z(s5N0)50, U„z(s)…50 and the left hand-side
in Eq. ~24! vanishes, leading to

F~z!5
kBT

a
A6

U~z!

kBT
. ~25!

The expression for the tension of the chain is simplified

3kBT

a2

dz

ds
~s!52

kBT

a
A6U„z~s!…

kBT
. ~26!

Equations~25! and~26! are correct whenz,z(s)@Hc . They
apply for any form of the electrostatic potential. The case
a salt solution is presented in Appendix C. For an elec
static field screened by counterions, we obtain

F~z!5
kBT

a
@12f ln~11z/l!#1/2. ~27!

There is no plateau for the force, in contrast with the sit
tion of an unscreened electrostatic field, but the depende
of the force withz is weak ~logarithmic!, and the order of
magnitude ofF(z) is constant,F(z)' f 1/2kBT/a. The distri-
bution of the monomers along the chain is obtained by in
gration of Eq.~26!:

s5
12

A3
f 21/2x21E

u„z~s!…

u~z!

duexp~u2!, ~28!

whereu„z(s)…[@ ln(11z(s)/l)#1/2. Whenz!l, we get back
the results of an unscreened Gaussian chain. The positio
monomers is given by

z~s!5zS N0~z!2s

N0~z! D 2

. ~29!

As expected, Eq.~29! shows that the monomers are not h
mogeneously distributed, in contradiction to what was
sumed in the simple scaling arguments developed so
However, the scaling results are not affected. On the o
f
-

-
ce

-

of

-
r.

er

hand, whenz@l, the results corresponding to a screen
field are obtained. In particular, the number of desorb
monomers is

N0~z!5A3 f 21/2
z

a
@ ln~z/l!#21/2. ~30!

Note that the scaling form of Eqs.~27! and ~30! can be
obtained by ignoring the inhomogeneity of the distribution
the monomers and equilibrating the elastic force and
electrostatic force acting on the desorbed part of the mo
mer

3
kBTz

N0a2
5E

0

N0
dN~z8!qE~z8!52kBT f

N0

z
ln~z/l!. ~31!

Equation~27! shows thatHg'l exp(1/f ). The chain remains
in contact with the surface until the end point is at a distan
Hs , obtained from Eq.~30!. Assuming Gaussian elasticity
Hs.Na f1/2, up to a logarithmic correction. At large dis
tances, when the chain is detached (z@Hs), the force de-
creases logarithmically. Note that the value ofHg is strongly
increased, as a consequence of the screening of the ele
static field by the counterions, andHg@Hs for f !1. Hence,
the chain remains Gaussian, even at strong values of
electrostatic field, whenf !1.

We now consider the case wherel!d (x@ f 1/2). The
confinement layer reaches a minimal valueHc5a f21/2, in-
dependent of the field strengthx, as can be shown by a
minimization of the free energyW(Hc) of a chain homoge-
neously confined within a layer of thicknessHc , with

W~Hc!5kBT
Na2

Hc
2

1
N

Hc
qE0lE

0

Hc
dt ln~11t/l!. ~32!

When f is of order unity,Hc is of the order of the monome
size. HenceHg'Hc . The desorbed part of the chain is ro
like, N05z/a andF(z).2(kBT/a) f ln(z/Hc) ~along the ver-
tical axis in Fig. 6!. When f !1 ~region of counterion very
screened gaussian adsorption in Fig. 6!, the chain is Gaussian
and the results of the region of counterion screened Gaus
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adsorption are generalized as soon asz@Hc by replacingl
by Hc in Eqs.~27!–~31!. A more precise approach, howeve
should take into account the inhomogeneity of the ch
within the layer of confinement.

These results hold as long as there is no salt in the s
tion. If salt is added or naturally present in the solution, th
are modified at distances larger than the Debye-Hu¨ckel
lengthk215(8p l Bn)21/2, n being the concentration of sa
molecules. The polymer has a Gaussian elasticity (Hg→`)
as soon ask21!zg , independent of the charge fractionf .
The force reaches a plateau value forz@k21: F(z)
.(kBT/a)@12f ln(11k21/l)#1/2 if l!k21 and F(z)
.(kBT/a)(3 f k21/l)1/2 if k21!l. This last result is dis-
cussed in greater detail in the following section. The size
full extension is increased by the presence of salt: w
k21@l this effect is negligible, but whenk21!l and
k21!z0, Hs'Na f1/2(k21/l)1/2.

V. SCREENING OF THE ELECTROSTATIC FIELD
BY THE SALT

We now consider in more detail the case where
screening is dominated by the salt ions. Whenk21!l, Eqs.
~21! and ~22! give a simple expression for the electrosta
potential: V(z)5E0k21exp(2kz) and U(z)52E0k21@1
2exp(2kz)#. The Green functionG(z,N) for a Gaussian
chain is solution of Eq.~2!. We define

G1~z,N![G~z,N!expS NqE0k21

kBT D . ~33!

G1(z,N) is the Green function of the chain with a potent
V(z), instead ofU(z). Rescaling lengths in units of 2k21,
the convenient reduced variables arez1[kz/2 and N1

[Rg
12[k2Rg

2/4. We also definea[2(kd)23/2. G1(z,N) is
a solution of

]G1

]N1
~z1,N1!5

]2G1

]z12
~z1,N1!1a2G1~z1,N1!

3exp~22z1!. ~34!

The solution of Eq.~34! can be expanded in terms of th
eigenfunctions of Eq.~34! @6#. It can easily be checked tha
the positive real numbers form a continuous set of eigen
ues. In addition, there may be a finite number of nega
eigenvalues forming a discrete set. To a negative eigenv
2b2, we associate an eigenvectoru0(z1)}Jb(ae2z1

),
whereJb(y) is the Bessel function of orderb.0 @10#. The
possible values ofb are restricted by the hard-wall bounda
condition Jb(a)50. The Bessel functionsJb have an infi-
nite number of positive zeros, and we denote asj b,n the nth
zero of Jb . The value ofj b,n increases whenb increases.
Hence, the maximal possible value forb, denoted from now
on asb0, is determined by the conditionj b0,15a. It corre-

sponds to the ground state, where the eigenvalue2b0
2 is

minimal. The next possible value forb is obtained from the
equationj b,25a, the third one byj b,35a, and so on. Note
that the number of zeros ofJ0 smaller thana is equal to the
number of negative eigenvalues. When the salt concentra
n
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y

f
n

e

l-
e
ue

on

increases,a decreases and the number of negative val
diminishes. Eventually, the last negative eigenvalue dis
pears whena becomes equal to the first zero ofJ0. The
adsorption threshold is defined byaads5 j 0,1.2.4048 . . . ,
i.e.,

dads5~2/j 0,1!
2/3k21. ~35!

In terms of electric field, it corresponds to a critical valu
above which there are bound states and the chain is
sorbed. Below the critical field, the ground state dominan
approximation can be justified whenN1→` at a given value
of z. In this limit, the ground state eigenvalue is2b0

2 and

GGSD~z,N!5C~a!Jb0
@a exp~2z1!#exp@N1~b0

22a2!#,
~36!

whereC(a) is a normalization constant, which depends on
on a. When a→`, b0'a2ca1/3, with c'1.855 75@10#,
and we obtain the result of the ground state dominance
proximation for the Green function of a polyelectrolyte cha
at a charged unscreened surface. The forceF(z), defined by
Eq. ~9!, is given by

FGSD~z!5
1

2
kBTak exp~2z1!

Jb0
8 @a exp~2z1!#

Jb0
@a exp~2z1!#

. ~37!

Note thatGGSD(z50,N)50, as required by the hard wa
condition. For a given value ofa. j 0,1, GGSD(z,N)}z when
z is small enough, leading toFGSD(z)52kBT/z. At large
distances, the Green function also vanishes:GGSD(z→`)
}exp(2b0z

1). Hence

FGSD~z→`!5kBTb0k/2. ~38!

Equation~38! shows that the forceF(z) reaches a plateau
value at large distances. Whena@1 ~i.e., d!k21), well
above the adsorption threshold, the plateau value is equ
F(`).kBTk21/2d23/25(kBT/a)A6 f xk21/a. This result
can be related to the case of a neutral chain close to a
face, with short-ranged interactions between the surface
the monomers of the chain@14,15#. In our case, the range o
the interaction is of orderk21. At distances much larger tha
k21, our model can be mapped onto a short-ranged inte
tion model, monomers being attracted to the surface by
attractive potential U(z)52(b0/12)kBTka2d(z), where
d(z) is the Dirac function, by imposing that the force has t
same value. Using the results of Refs.@14,15#, the ground
state dominance result can be extended at large distan
We obtain the lengthHs at which the chain jumps away o
the surface in order to minimize its elastic energy:Hs
5(1/12)b0kNa2. When a@1, this simplifies to Hs
5k21/2d23/2Na2/65( f xk21/6a)1/2Na. An example for the
whole force profile is shown on Fig. 5.

These results can be interpreted with scaling argume
A simple model consists in considering that, due to the
ponential character of the screening, it is legitimate to
proximate the electrostatic field by a step functionE(z)
5E0 for z,k21 and E(z)50 for z.k21. The theory for
unscreened fields can be used forz,k21. But for z.k21,
there is no field and the forceF(z) is a constant. It should be
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noted that as soon ask21!zg the chain always show
Gaussian elasticity. The plateau value for the force isF(`)
5F(k21)5NqE0Ak21/z0

5(kBT/a)A6 f xk21/a. The
number of desorbed monomers is obtained by minimiz
the free energy of the chainW(N0)'N0qE0k21

1kBTz2/(N0a2), and we obtainN05z/aAa/ f xk21. The
stretched length of the chain, assuming that it does not ju
away from the surface, isHs85NaAf xk21/a. Note thatHs8
scales asHs . It is shown in Appendix C thatHs5Hs8/2. For
a non-Gaussian chain or for a chain stretched by intra
lecular electrostatic repulsions, the same ruleF(`)
5F(k21) can be applied to obtain the order of magnitude
the value of the plateau. This explains for instance the
result of Sec. IV.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have discussed theoretically the detachment of a p
electrolyte chain when it is pulled away from a charged s
face carrying charges with opposite sign to that of the po
mer. The force that is necessary to maintain one of the
points of the chain at a fixed distancez from the surface
increases with the distance and then reaches a plateau w
it is approximately constant. The chain detaches from
surface when the end point is at a finite distance in the
gime where the force has reached a plateau.

The applied external force balances the electrostatic fo
on the desorbed monomers. At short distances the cha
only weakly stretched and the force increases asF}z1/2. At
larger distances, the force becomes large and in some c
the nonlinear stretching elasticity of the chain must be ta
into account; this leads to a faster increase of the forcF
}z. If the electric field of the charged surface is n
screened, the saturation value of the force is the total C
lomb force on the chainF5NqE0. If the electric field is
screened either by the counterions or by added salt, the v
of the force on the plateau~or the pseudoplateau where th
force increases only logarithmically with distance! is inde-
pendent of molecular weight and decreases with the scr
ing ~the ionic strength!. The distance where the chain d
taches from the surface grows linearly with the molecu
weight.

All these results have been obtained with several level
approximation. In certain cases we were able to consider
chain as a Gaussian and to calculate explicitly the parti
function. When the chain is highly stretched a classical
proximation that amounts to writing a local force balance
the monomers turns out to be a good approximation. In
cases the results can be explained in terms of simple sca
laws. We also have discussed in detail the limits of valid
of our approach. A difficulty with polyelectrolytes is that th
exact effects of the electrostatic interactions on the struc
of a chain in solution are still badly understood at distan
larger thank21 @7,8#. Hence the criterion obtained in Se
III C telling when these interactions can be neglected (x@ f
or z@z1) may be of interest. However, it should be not
that only the structure of the chain at distances smaller t
the screening lengthk21 is important in this work, since a
larger length scales the electrostatic field is screened.

The results obtained in this paper have been compare
recent AFM experiments performed in Strasbourg
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diMeglio and Senden@3#. In the performed experiments
loops are pulled instead of the end of the chain. Seve
loops may be pulled together, but since the loops have
ferent lengths, they detach sequentially and their contri
tions can be separated in the force profile. Pulling one loo
merely like pulling two ends. We estimated that their syst
corresponded to the non-Gaussian counterion screened
sorption regime~see Fig. 6! with a Debye-Hu¨ckel length
k21.47 nm. A plateau in the force profile due to the scree
ing by the salt is obtained in the experiment by Senden
di Meglio and its value, of the order of 10210 N, is in good
agreement with our predictions.

Some of the hypotheses of our model remain, howev
too rough to allow for a quantitative comparison betwe
theory and experiment. For instance, the surface is, in
samples, never homogeneously charged. Some eleme
charges are spread over the surface with an average dis
separating them. This average intercharge distance is o
order of a few nanometers, for mica in pure water@16,17#.
When z is smaller than this characteristic distance, our
sults are dubious and the discrete nature of the charges
be explicitly taken into account. Similarly, it may not alway
be correct to assume that the charge is uniformly spr
along the chain, in particular whenf !1. And for annealed
polyelectrolytes~polyacids or polybases for example, the a
erage charge per monomer depends on local properties
as the local electrostatic potential. We did not consider
details annealed polyelectrolytes in this paper. Another
sumption of our model is that the solution behaves asu
solvent. Taking into account the excluded volume and
short-ranged interactions between the monomers and the
face makes the problem more complex, but, in a poor s
vent, interesting predictions might be obtained, with a p
sible nonmonotonous force profile@18,19#. Another
improvement of the model could consist in taking into a
count the local variations of the dielectric constant, in p
ticular at the surface, where image charge effects can b
some importance.

This work could be extended in two directions. The AF
experiments are also able to probe the dynamical behavio
a chain adsorbed on a surface. It would thus be interestin
make a theoretical study of the dynamical behavior of
adsorbed polyelectrolyte chain responding to an oscillat
force F(z).

The situation where many chain adsorb at the surface
only introduced briefly. We expect a quite rich variety
behaviors to occur, depending on the density of the chain
the surface and on their average charge. In the case wher
chains are densely packed and highly charged, they migh
considered as grafted by the electrostatic attraction.
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APPENDIX A

We present here the calculation of the Green function o
Gaussian polyelectrolyte chain in infinite space in the pr
ence of a constant electrostatic fieldEW 0. The plane where the
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electrostatic potential is zero is set to coincide with the pla
z50. The properties of the chain are invariant by translati
if a given conformation of the chain in the integration d
main of Eq. ~1! is shifted by a given vectorrW, the corre-
sponding term in the summation is multiplied by a fac
exp(2NqEW 0•rW/kBT) depending on the translation vector b
independent of the conformation, which can therefore be
tracted from the integral. Using this property, it follows th

G0~z,N!5h~N, f x!expS 2
NqE0z

kBT D . ~A1!

Equation~3! is valid for the Green functionG0(z,N) for all
values ofz, and it leads to a simple differential equation f
h(N, f x)5h(Ñ):

dh

dÑ
5Ñ2h. ~A2!

Equation ~A2! is easily solved. Taking into account th
boundary conditionG0(z,N50)51, obtained from Eq.~1!,
we retrieve Eq.~7!. Note that the energy of the chain
proportional toÑ3. This result is also obtained by using E
~13! with Hs5z0.

APPENDIX B

The Laplace transform, with respect to the variableÑ, of
the Green function of a single polyelectrolyte chain in a co
stant field in infinite space, Eq.~7!, is not defined. However
this is not the case for a single polyelectrolyte chain in se
infinite space, attracted to the surface, as is shown by Eq.~8!.
Hence, we introduce the Laplace transformḠ( z̃,p) of
G( z̃,Ñ):

Ḡ~ z̃,p!5E
0

`

dÑ G~ z̃,Ñ!exp~2Ñp!. ~B1!

By taking the Laplace transform of Eq.~2!, a second order
linear differential equation forḠ( z̃,p) is obtained. Forz̃
.0,

]2Ḡ

] z̃2
~ z̃,p!2~ z̃1p!Ḡ~ z̃,p!521. ~B2!
e
:

r

x-

-

i-

A particular solution of Eq.~B2! is given by the Wronskian
of the integrals of the Airy functionsGi( z̃1 p̃) @10#, given
by

Gi~y!5p21E
0

`

dt sin~ t3/31yt!. ~B3!

The general solution of the homogeneous equation ass
ated to Eq.~B2! is the set of the linear combinations of th
Airy functions Ai(z̃1p) and Bi(z̃1p). Using the boundary
conditionsḠ( z̃50,p)50 andḠ( z̃,p) bounded,

Ḡ~ z̃,p!5
1

Ai~p!
@Ai ~p!Gi~ z̃1p!2Gi~p!Ai ~ z̃1p!#.

~B4!

Denoting the inverse Laplace transform operator asL21, we
define

K~ z̃,Ñ![

L21FGi~p!
Ai~ z̃1p!

Ai~p! G~Ñ!

L21@Gi~p!#~Ñ!
. ~B5!

The Green function is expressed as

G~z,N!}@exp~2Ñz̃!2K~ z̃,Ñ!#. ~B6!

APPENDIX C

For a solution containing salt, such thatk21!l, Eq. ~25!
is written as

F~z!5
kBT

a
A6 f xk21

a
@12exp~2kz!#. ~C1!

Below the temperature of adsorption, whend!k21, we ex-
pect Eq.~C1! to be correct as soon asz@d. For z@k21, the
plateau value predicted by the ground state dominance
proximation is obtained. An integration of Eq.~26! yields the
expression of the tension and of the distribution of the mo
mers along the chain
3
kBT

a2 S dz

dsD ~s!52
kBT

a
A6 f xk21

a F A12exp~2kz!2tanh~sAf xka/6!

12A12exp~2kz!tanh~sAf xka/6!
G , ~C2!

z~s!52k21lnF12S A12exp~2kz!2tanh~sAf xka/6!

12A12exp~2kz!tanh~sAf xka/6!
D 2G . ~C3!

The numberN0 of desorbed monomers is obtained from Eq.~49!:

N05~ f xka/6!21/2tanh21@A12exp~2kz!#. ~C4!

Whenz!k21, these results match with those of the unscreened field. Whenz@k21, the relation betweenz(s) ands is linear,
in agreement with the constant value of the tension at large distances.
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z~s!.z2sA2 f xk21a/3. ~C5!

The point where the chain jumps away from the surface can be obtained by calculating the free energy of the stretch
including its electrostatic and its entropic contributions, and comparing it with the energy of a desorbed chain. The elec
energy is equal to the entropic energy. We find that the free energy of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte molecule is

W~z!5kBT
k21

a
A6 f xF lnS 11A12exp~2kz!

12A12exp~2kz!
D 22A12exp~2kz!G . ~C6!

Whenz@k21, W(z).2N0(z)qE0k21. Whenz is large enough, the criterion for the chain to jump away from the surfac
W(z).NU(z).NqE0k21. The chain leaves the surface before it is fully extended, whenN05N/2, i.e., whenz5Hs

5NaAf xk21/6a, as was predicted in Sec. III. HenceHs5Hs8/2.

APPENDIX D

The partition function of a rigid charged rod with one end fixed at a distancez from an oppositely charged surface is

Z~z!5 H 4pa

N f xH0
FexpS 2

N f xz

2a D2expS 2
N f x~2z1H0!

2a D G , z,H0

8pa

N f xH0
sinhFN f xH0

2a GexpS 2
N f xz

a D , z.H0.

~D1!

This leads to a forceF(z)5NqE0 whenz.H0, while whenz,H0,

F~z!5NqE0„12 1
2 $12exp@2N f x~z1H0!/2a!%21

…. ~D2!

In the regime of no adsorption (N f xH0 /a,1), Eq. ~D2! simplifies asF(z).2kBT/(z1H0), while in the situation of
preadsorption or weak adsorption (N f xH0 /a.1), F(z).NqE0/2. The average position of a free rod close to a char
surface can also be calculated:

^z&5
a

N f xH 22N f x
H0

2aFexpS N f xH0

2a D21G21J . ~D3!

In the regime of no adsorption, Eq.~D3! yields ^z&.a/(N f x)@H0; in the regime of preadsorption,Rg!^z&.2a/(N f x)
!H0.
-
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